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An informative newsletter with the latest in upcoming events, announcements and helpful information to
make your stay more comfortable.
Director’s Corner, Bottom Line: Up Front, Community Corner, Resident Life & Event Calendar
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Director’s Corner
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Shipmates,
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Welcome home! I trust everyone was able to spend some time with family and friends over the New Year.
For those of you recently returning from leave, I am sure you have noticed winter has arrived in Norfolk. Our
maintenance team is ready to respond to your heating needs, so please notify the service desk immediately if you are
experiencing issues with the heat in your room.
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A quick note about safety, snow and ice—our team spreads snow melt in front of your doors and along certain
walkways. Even though these areas may be treated, there is still potential for slips and falls as ice re-accumulates in the
freezing temperatures. Also, parking lots and he garages may become slippery as the freeze/thaw cycle continues.
Stay safe!
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The Director

https://www.navy.mil/Press-Office/News-Stories

eNavFit Announced for the Active Component of the Fleet
14 January 2022
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With eNavFit’s release to both the active and reserve force, the Navy’s Talent Management Task Force (TMTF) has delivered the first in a series
of Performance Evaluation Transformation and Talent Management (PET-TM) programs designed to better develop, assess and retain top talent
in the Navy.
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Bottom Line: Up Front

From Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Chad Swysgood
The Chief of Naval Personnel (CNP) released NAVADMIN 004/22 today announcing eNavFit for the active component of the Fleet starting in
February 2022.
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Upon release, active component Sailors can access eNavFit through BUPERS Online (BOL) within Navy Personnel Command Document
Services. eNavFit enables Sailors to draft, edit, electronically route, and digitally sign performance evaluations with electronic submission to the
Sailor’s Official Military Personnel File in a matter of days. eNavFit was designed to operate in both traditional office and disconnected
environments. The functionality of eNavFit will improve report accuracy, timeliness, and quality as well as reduce evaluation processing,
submission errors, and routing delays. NAVFIT98A is scheduled to sunset in late fiscal year 2022.
“Currently, Sailors have to wait up to two weeks after the report reaches PERS-32 to see their evaluations appear in their official records,” said
CDR Beau Bennett, eNavFit team lead. “eNavFit is poised to reduce that time down to a matter of days. And because it has robust policy
validation built into the interface, we should see a dramatic decrease in the number of rejected reports.”
In addition to being a technological improvement, eNavFit is also a critical bridge to future improvements. “eNavFit is an important step toward
modernizing the Navy’s performance management system overall,” said CAPT Ben Baran, PET-TM coordinator. “We are also working hard on
steadily improving our performance management system into one that truly incentivizes, develops, and assesses the behaviors needed throughout
the Navy to outthink and outfight any adversary while cultivating a culture of warfighting excellence rooted in our core values.”
Led by RDML Michael Schwerin, Deputy Commander, Navy Personnel Command, the TMTF is working several key talent management I
nitiatives focused on improving the Navy’s performance evaluation system and re-invigorating our culture for Sailor development through timely,
honest, and actionable performance feedback and developmental conversations. The end state of the TMTF is to ensure effective Sailor
development that retains the best and fully qualified Sailors, in the right assignments, to maximize the warfighting effectiveness of the Navy.
Performance evaluation training materials including an eNavFit user guide, video tutorials, and quick reference cards can be found via the MyNavy
HR website at https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Career-Management/Performance-Evaluation/eNAVFIT/
For more information, the full NAVADMIN can be found here: https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Portals
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Community Corner
GROUNDHOG’S DAY
Date When Celebrated : February 2 each year
Groundhog Day is celebrated in the U.S. each year on February 2. On this day in mid-winter, the groundhog awakens from a long
winter's nap, and goes outside of his den to see if he sees his shadow. This tradition is big, on an otherwise cold and dreary
mid-winter's day.
According to legend, if the groundhog sees his shadow (a sunny morning), there will be six more weeks of winter. He then returns
to his den and goes back to sleep. If however, he does not see his shadow (cloudy days), he plays around outside of his hole for a
while. If he does not see his shadow, spring is just around the corner.
The Groundhog's Day tradition travelled long ways. It comes from German roots. In the early 1800's, German immigrants to
America, brought the tradition of predicting winter weather on February 2. In their native Germany, they used Hedgehogs to predict
weather. As they settled in the hills of Pennsylvania, they began the tradition, using the Groundhog to predict the arrival of Spring.
The tradition is based upon Candlemas, the day that is the midpoint between Winter and Spring. A famous Candlemas poems goes:
If Candlemas be fair and bright,
Winter has another flight.
If Candlemas brings clouds and rain,
Winter will not come again.
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania is the site of the annual Groundhog event. Our little rodent friend (yes, Groundhogs are classified as
rodents) is called Punxsutawney Phil. He has been making this annual winter prediction since 1887. There are a few other
"predictors" around the country, but they all pale in comparison to Phil's ability to predict the remainder of winter.
For the Record Phil sees his shadow about 9 out of 10 times
Other Prognosticators:
Punxsutawney Phil is not the only one to come out on February 2 to make a prediction on when winter will be over. He is by far
the best known. Others include:
Buckeye Chuck in Ohio
General Beauregard Lee in Georgia
Did You Know? The town of Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania holds a Ground Hog Festival every year. But, it isn't on Ground Hog's
Day on February 2. This week long festival held at the end of June, when the weather is much more pleasant to enjoy an outdoor
event.

You Are Responsible for your Guests!
Guests must always be escorted on property,
they cannot be left unattended.
In other words, they are in your unit when you are in your unit.

When you leave, they leave!
Over Night Guests MUST be at least 16 years of age!
Distracted Driving Is Dangerous
Distracted driving is any activity that could divert a person's attention away from the primary task of driving. All distractions
endanger driver, passenger, and bystander safety. These types of distracted driving include: texting, using a cell phone or
smartphone, eating and drinking, talking to passengers, grooming/makeup, reading, adjusting a radio, but because text messaging
requires visual, manual and cognitive attention from the driver, it is by far the most alarming distraction. As per COMNAVREG
MIDLANT Instruction 5560.10B distracted driving (texting or using a cell phone without hands-free device, including computers,
PDAs, GPS, or other electronic devices) while driving onboard military installations carries a 6 point penalty. If an individual
accumulates 12 points within 12 consecutive months or 18 points in 24 consecutive months, he/she will receive a suspension
letter suspending their individual base driving privileges for 1 year.

Resident life
Come Join us on Tuesday, February 08th for Bowling!!!
Pierside Lanes, inside Gate 5
Free Food and Prizes, at 1730-1930
MONTHLY BOWLING EVENT WINNERS!
Any HHR Resident can attend any HHR Event
With 1 non-resident guest!!
Mark your calendar for next month!

Congratulations!

1st Place Bowling
Sidore Harris

2nd Place Bowling
Kateara Kelly

3rd Place Bowling
Justin Vernon

Pool Tourney
Johnathan Hernandez

Door Prize
Dylan Ahern

RIDDLE
You will always find me in the past. I can be created in the present, but the
future can never taint me. What am I?

FIRE SAFETY!
Do NOT tamper with Smoke Detectors!
You will be charged up to $150.00
per offense!
Do NOT deploy Fire Extinguishers
unless in an Emergency Only. This is a
felony and you will be prosecuted!
Do NOT damage/remove Exit signs, those
are provided to safely evacuate in case of
Emergency, think of your shipmates!
**Reminder: When the alarm is
sounded, you MUST vacate the
building !**

NO MAIL DELIVERY TO PPV UNITS
All personal mail should be sent to parent
Commands or a PO Box

Naval Station Norfolk Worship Schedules
Protestant Worship: Sunday—1030
Jewish Shabbat Program: Friday—1145
Islamic Prayer: Friday—1300
Catholic Mass: Monday—1130, Tuesday—1130
Sunday—0930, 1st Saturday of the month—0930
Microwave Brownies
Prep time: 5 minutes

From the Leasing Office
Cook time: 6—7 minutes

Servings 12

Ingredients:

Directions:

2 eggs

Beat eggs, sugar, salt, and vanilla

1/2 teaspoon salt

Add butter, flour, and cocoa

1/2 cup butter

Fold in nuts

1/2 cup cocoa

Put in 8 inch microwave safe pan

1 cup sugar

High power for 6—7 minutes,

3/4 cup flour
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup nuts (optional)

Rotate every 1 1/2 minutes

1. A 30-Day Notice to Vacate is
required before moving out of PPV; whether
at EAOS, PCS transfer,
deployment, marriage, etc. You need
to properly vacate your unit.
This can only be done at U16!
2. PPV BAH STOPS for residents who PCS to
local commands.
Residents must bring their stamped orders to
the leasing office (U16)
to restart PPV BAH.
If you have questions or concerns, please stop
by the leasing office or call
757-402-4247/48/56

